LET MICROSPACE
EXAMINE YOUR NETWORK
REQUIREMENTS AND
DETERMINE IF A STANDALONE
OR HYBRID NETWORK CAN
PROVIDE AN ADVANTAGE TO
YOUR BUSINESS TODAY!
In addition to satellite communications, Microspace is emerging as a
leader in enterprise wireless solutions with its VELOCITY: CellCast
service.
As a stand-alone network, CellCast
offers enterprise customers a network solution that is cost-effective,
secure, and has dedicated bandwidth
for content delivery. This standalone
wireless network typically runs
parallel to an enterprise’s existing
wide-area-network making it easy to
implement and deploy across a large
number of locations.
Network management and monitoring is a key feature of Microspace’s
CellCast. Our advanced monitoring
and control provide a true enterprise
level service with 24/7 visibility of
your network. This means that sites
with connectivity or hardware issues
can be immediately identified and
resolved from Microspace’s award
winning Network Operations Center.

Operated in a hybrid network,
Cellcast can help merge the proven
advantages of Microspace’s multicast
satellite delivery with the cost effectiveness and ease of use that wireless
provides.
First, the fixed cost aspect of satellite multicast connectivity make it an
excellent choice for delivering content to multiple locations especially
those with requirements of frequent,
large file deliveries. CellCast then
helps bring the benefits of an easly to
install, fully managed two-way network that is oftenrequired for delivery verification, advertising affidavits,
and network monitoring.
Network management and monitoring is a key feature of Microspace’s
CellCast. Our advanced monitoring
and control provide a true enterprise
level service with 24/7 visibility of
your network. This means that sites
with connectivity or hardware issues
can be immediately identified and

resolved from Microspace’s award
winning Network Operations Center.
In either a standalone network or a
hybrid network Microspace’s CellCast offering provides strong national 4G/LTE coverage and utilizes
true enterprise grade equipment
bundled into a reasonable per location monthly cost.
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